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While exotic beach holidays are unlikely to be on the horizon for a while yet, a lot of us are planning “staycations”, or at least a little bit of ...
Holiday Reads for Design Nerds
Graphic designer Paul Rand once wrote, “Good design adds value of some kind, gives meaning, and, not incidentally, can be sheer pleasure to behold.”
Rand produced good design for six decades, creating ...
The Art Directors Club poster, 1988
American carmakers have been responsible for so many iconic nameplates. But what about the history behind their badges?
Badge Histories: American Brands, Part 1
Jeremiah Chiu creates jazzy, techno tunes, electrifies his art with colors that scream neon ... to lauded art director and graphic artist Paul Rand.
Plus, he tipped his hat to the work of former ...
Multiple hats: Exhibit Columbus graphic artist celebrates a broad spectrum of creativity
Along with the likes of Paul Rand, Lester Beall, Massimo Vignelli and Saul Bass, Chermayeff and his partner Tom Geismar helped set the template for how
US graphic design would operate in both the ...
Remembering Ivan Chermayeff
Perhaps Paul Rand put it best: “The public is more familiar with bad design than good design. It is, in effect, conditioned to prefer bad design,
because that is what it lives with. The new ...
8 ways to tell if your mobile app sucks
Jump is responsible for the titles of some of the UK’s biggest TV entertainment and sports programmes. Here two of its co-founders look back on a
turbulent 25 years in the industry, and what it takes ...
The birth of advertising’s Creative Revolution: When Bill Bernbach met Paul Rand
This could be the start of a career, you never know,” said RN Marta Ramsey, clinical educator for Memorial Hospital in North Conway as she and Nurse
Practitioner ...
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Health campers test surgery skills at Memorial
Paul Rand: Imagine a new computer system that could create virtually ... to attack problems well beyond things we could imagine today, like drug designs
searching for vaccines, traffic control, energy ...
Why The Quantum Internet Could Change Everything, with David Awschalom (Ep. 53)
MISS (from Reinheimer): To Rand Paul, who won’t wear a mask even on the Senate floor ... to determine which pieces of furniture, art and artifacts
should be retained. On taking a hotel tour recently, ...
Hits & Misses: Drought is a MISS
A: Winifred Mason (1912-1993) was an African-American jewelry designer ... portraits of John, Paul, George and Ringo on body, 1960s, 4 inches, $40.
Typewriter, Remington Rand, Model 1, black ...
Kovels Antiques: Barbers used special figural chairs for children during their early haircuts
A: Winifred Mason (1912-1993) was an African-American jewelry designer ... portraits of John, Paul, George and Ringo on body, 1960s, 4 inches, $40.
Typewriter, Remington Rand, Model 1, black ...
Vintage barbershop chairs often displayed in living rooms
Elected to the United States Senate in 2010, Senator Rand Paul (R-KY) has been an outspoken advocate for constitutional liberties and fiscal
responsibility. An opponent of government overreach ...
Rand Paul
There was a point last year when we all saw rather more of our own four walls than we might otherwise have wished. The spur for countless ...
Galleries: Exhibition of architects’ work goes way beyond mere buildings
Outspoken Republican Senator Rand Paul has vowed to repeal a federal mask mandate forcing passengers to wear them on planes after blasting the rule.
'Enough! Time to stop this farce and let ...
Sen. Rand Paul vows to introduce legislation to repeal 'farcical' mask mandate on planes
‘CHINA’S COERCIVE POLICIES’: NATO wrapped up its one-day leaders summit with a communique that cited China’s “coercive policies” and “growing influence”
as a threat to the security of the 30-nation ...
NATO pivots to confront China in historic shift for the 72-year-old alliance
Meanwhile, Senator Rand Paul, a Kentucky Republican who has been loudly critical of Fauci, called for his removal. Last month, Paul clashed with Fauci
in a hearing over whether the U.S. grant ...
GOP lawmakers accuse Dr Fauci of 'lying' to Congress about grants to Wuhan lab - as Senator Rand Paul demands he be 'removed from any position of
authority'
By Carl Zimmer and James Gorman At a Senate hearing on efforts to combat Covid-19 last month, Senator Rand Paul of Kentucky asked Dr. Anthony S. Fauci
whether the National Institutes of Health had ...
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